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Laboratory of Medical Simulations in Suwalki is a modern training 

centre where  medical staff  and everyone who is intrested can study 

about  medical rescue.  

Centre exactly copies hospital and  preclinical terms.  Laboratory 

is equipped in the most modern apparatus which enables to make a 

simulation in clinical real terms. 

Thanks for simulators there is a possibility of  performance every 

critical situation which threaten for  life of  real patient in  hospital. 

Training in such a modern place is a perfect opportunity to  contact with 

new achievements in the medical simulation. 

Additionally for medical staff  our Centre  give opportunity  of 

raising qualifications  without  stress about health of patient because 

medical simulation is a perfect way purchasing the knowledge and 

improving ability without expose living persons to risk. 

In  our Laboratory everyone  can feel and understandfor a 

moment  what problems accompanying in  medical action  and feel  as a  

doctor, nurse, paramedic or  ambulance driver. The most importantly is 

that everyone can learn how effectively give first aid for  injured person 

in different situations in lives , even the most surprising 

Since march 2014 the Centre of Medical Simulation is equipped in 

simulator of ambulance which is only in Europe. So far in our country it 

wasn't this type of trainings  for drivers and staff of emergency vehicles. 

It is perfect way to safe raising skills in every traffic weather with 

possibility of arranging sudden accidents which can happen during ride. 

The cockpit and  medical range were put on so-called platforms of 

Stewart on which rely simulators. Their software guarantee  moving of 

both parts of  simulator in this way as how most faithfully copy real 

experiences during  movement of  vehicle at driver and medical team. 

Additional effects provide  a system of visualisation for conditions 

on road. The programme has various parameters of route, e.g.: rain, fog, 

blizzard,  strong wind, icing, ride in the city along roadless tracts or  

mountain areas. Everything is so real  that rescue team and  patient will 

certainly sense bump of  vehicle in  kerb or irregularities on road. 

Learn, new experiences  and sometimes  fun - everything in one 

place and everything for  know, how to save  health and life. 

www.medicalsimulation.pl
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